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1.尺寸：32K
2.印刷颜色：单色；
3.符合美的冰箱事业的最新版《QMB-GC08.007 有害物质管理规定》的限值要求；
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WARNING

Indicates risk of death or serious injury.
This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, 
sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given 
supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.
Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.

This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, 
sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given 
supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.
Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.

Make sure the supply cord and plug are not squashed or damaged.
 
 If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent or similarly 

 DO NOT ATTEMPT TO REPLACE IT YOURSELF.

Do not use mechanical devices or other means to accelerate the defrosting process, other than 
those recommended by the manufacturer.

This can cause damage to the interior of the refrigerator or cause an explosion.
Do not use electrical appliances inside the food storage compartments of the appliance, unless 
they are of the type recommended by the manufacturer.

The refrigerant (R600a) used in the refrigerator and the gases in the insulation material 
(cyclopentane) are both flammable. They also require special disposal procedures.

Before you dispose of the appliance, make sure none of the pipes on the back are damaged.
Refrigerant or gas leaks can cause fire or explosion.
Do not damage the refrigerant circuit.





*Picture is only for illustration

If there’s a power cut, avoid opening the refrigerator frequently or putting unchilled food in it.
 This can cause the temperature in the refrigerator to rise and spoil food stored inside and can 
cause problem to health.

If you’re not going to use the refrigerator for a long time, unplug it from the mains.

Also, be careful of the gap between the fridge and freezer doors, especially if they are both open 
at the same time.

 This may cause personal injury.

This can cause personal injury and can cause problem to health.
.

Areas 
(Gasket side). 

Potential pinch point (Gasket side)



Installation

Choosing the right location

All dimensions in mm (if not specified)

Where the refrigerator will not be exposed to direct sunlight
Where the refrigerator will be at a distance from heating appliances, cooking appliances and other
sources of heat
A location which is well-ventilated and dry

.

Provide clearance to allow heat to dissipate
Residual heat is always being emitted from the refrigerator while 
it is operating. 

heat to dissipate so that its cooling ability is not impaired.

2.5 cm or more

When the doors are completely open

26 cm    89.5 cm 31.5 cm

 147 cm
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cm

When the inside drawers have been taken out

24.5 cm 89.5 cm 30.5 cm

144.5 cm
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m
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cm

L 89 x B 60 x H 176.5  (Without Door)

L 89.5 x B 74.5 x H 177  (With Door)

Dimensions (cm):

Dimensions (cm):

5 cm or more

5 cm or more



Installation



Installation

Levelling the refrigerator

   

into alignment.

Preparing before using
Remove all the packing materials and tapes. 
Wipe the inside of the refrigerator using a soft cloth which has been dipped in lukewarm water and then 
wrung out. 
Wash and completely dry the ice box before installing it. (Do not use a dish dryer, hair dryer or other 
appliance when drying.)
Connecting the power plug to the power outlet

Notes:
Cooling may take longer in the summer months or at other times when the room
temperature is higher.
The temperature display flashes to warn that the temperature has risen
If you need to unplug the refrigerator, wait at least 10 minutes before you plug it back
in again. You might damage the compressor.



 Parts and their functions

Freezer Refrigerator

1. Freezer door rack
2. Adjustable Shelves
3. Freezer compartment drawer
4. Refrigerator compartment glass shelf
5. Vegetable crisper

6. Refrigerator door rack

7
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7. Ice Tray

8

8. LED Lamp

9

9. Adjustable Leg

Interior and foods stored



 Operation

Freezer compartment

1

2

4

Freezer compartment is for food storage for a long time
The temperature of freezer compartment is very low, so it can keep food fresh state for a long time.
Youfd better put the food whichneed long period of time to save in this space. But,you should comply 
with the storage time marked on food packaging.

1. The storage grilles on the door of the freezer room are used for
short-term storage of food and ice cream.

2. The storage grilles in the freezer room are used for the storage of frozen food.
3. The glass shelves are used for the storage of frozen foods, such as fish, meat and ice cream.
4. Freezer drawer is used for the storage of fish, meat and poultry with the food packaging.

Recommendations of storage area for all kinds of food

3



Operation

Refrigerator compartment 

1

2

3

4

5

6

Recommendations of storage area for all kinds of food
As the cycle of air-conditioning in the refrigerator, it makes the temperature of all area differences. 
So different kinds of food should be placed on different temperature region.

1. Store pasta, canned ,milk, etc
2. Store fast food, easy-string together gustatorius food, dairy products, etc
3. Store cooked meat and sausage, etc
4. Store fruits and vegetables, etc
5. Store easy-open tin can,canned,spices,etc
6. Store all kinds of bottled drinks and food



Operation

Specification of product

    Invariable keeping fresh technology
Separate windy system in refrigerator compartment,separate temperature control,stable storage temperature,
long time fresh.

    Defrost pre-cold
Technology of defrost per-cold with purpose of keeping temperature stable in refrigerator,suitable for keep food 
fresh.

    Aptitude defrosting
Defrosting depends on using frequency with purpose of energy saving.

    Gliding shelves,convenient using
Freezer and refrigerator’s rack designed as gliding and stretching,it’s convenient to stored.

    Human aptitude
Freezing effect is adjusted according to storage temperature and inside temperature by computer

    Nice dimension
Ultra-thin size;Ultra great volume;Refrigerator compartment uses the upscale armored glass rack.

   Opening door alarm

    CFC and no-frost design.Fasting freezing
-  These refrigerators use the hydrocarbon-based R600a (isobutane) as their refrigerant and cyclopentane (foaming
   material) as their insulation.Non-chlorofluorocarbon/hydrochlorofluorocarbom refrigerants (R600a=isobutane) and 
   non-chlorofluorocarbon/hydrochlorofluorocarbon foaming materials (cyclopentane) do not contain chlorine which
   depletes the ozone layer but are environmentally-friendly materials with a minimal impact on the earth in terms of
   global warning (*1) .

    Automatic alarm of problem
-  If any malfunction appear , product has programmed to give automatic alert by a alarm . Please contact 
   Panasonic authorized Service Executive . 

   Reliable compressor with good quality
-  Product  was equipped  with hermetic sealed high speed compressor .

-  When PC door or FC door is kept open more than 2 minutes and above,unit will give beep sound. 

-

-

-

-

-

-

Fault code

E1

E2

E5

E6

E7

Corresponding circuit

Temperature detection circuit of cooler

Temperature detection circuit of freezer

Freezer defrosting temperature detection circuit

Communication fault

Ambient temperature detection circuit



Operation

Introduction of function

Quick-Freezer and RefQuick-Freezer Quick-Ref

Quick-Ref mode



Operation

4.

5. Rapid cooling mode

6. Quick-freeze mode

7. Refrigerator compartment temperature settings
Press C key once,the Refrigerator compartment temperature displays with flashing, press C key again and you can set the temperature ,

Vacation mode
Press B key to select Vacation mode,the 1 icon shows,then press D key to confirm,the refrigerator will be running according to Vacation mode. 

Press B key to select Rapid cooling mode, the 3 icon shows, then press D key to confirm, the refrigerator will be running according to Rapid
cooling mode.

Press B key to choose Quick-freeze mode, the 2 icon shows, then press D key to confirm, the reftigerator will be running according to
Quick-freeze mode.

the range of temperature is from 2°C to 8°C.

8. Freezer room temperature settings
Press A key once,the Refrigerator room temperature displays with flashing,press D key again and you can set the temperature ,the range of
temperature is from -16°C to -24 °C.

Note:when the set temperature of freezer changes, if set relevant function mode (e.g. quick-cold mode, quick-freezer 
mode,quick-cold and freezer mode, vacation mode), the relevant function mode should be quitted or canceled at once.  

The 0 °C Zone, 2 °C Zone and 5 °C Zone temperatures change depending on the temperature set for the fridge.
A much larger space can be made available for use inside the freezer by removing the ice tray & ice box and upper drawer
in the freezer.

Freezer

Fridge

Butter, dairy products, eggs, drinks, seasonings, cooked foods, 
etc.

Vegetables, fruits, etc. stored at low 
temperatures

Vegetables, fruits, etc.

Food storage tips

Meats, fish, ham, sausages, etc.



Operation

Refrigerator & Freezer compartment

Put the food which are short-term storage or to eat at any time in the refrigerator 
comparment.

Although regulating temperature will enable average temperature of the majority preservation of food. 
Therefore, refrigerator compartment only use as a short-term food storage.

Adjustment of adjustable shelves

 According to the needs of food storage  you can adjust the 
shelf to proper position;To facilitate the use of it or adjustment 
the location, the shelf can be set to slip so that you can use and 
adjust it easily.when you want to clear the shelf,please move the 
shelf by the direction(1),pull out the shelf by the direction (2).

Height adjustment and cleaning of rack.

    Push the rack by the direction      from both side , lift the rack by 
the direction       and then pull it out by the direction After
cleaning to install the rack by the opposite direction. 
You can aslo adjust the position according to the height of 
stored food.

         .     
  .      

How to make ice

1. Gently pull out the ice tray and fill the ice tray with
water to the water level line. Then carefully replace
the ice tray horizontally.

2. When the ice cubes are ready, turn the knob
clockwise (turn to the end and release), the ice
cubes will drop from the ice tray into the ice box.

* Picture is only for illustrationNotes:
In order to make ice cubes quickly, set the freezer to the lowest temperature, or select the Quick Freeze Mode.
This will make the temperature of the freezer lower.
Do not over-fill with wate . It may become difficult to remove the ice cubes from ice tray and any trickle of wate
into the ice box will make the ice cubes freeze together. 
If the knob is turned before the ice cubes are ready, any remaining water will trickle into the ice box and cause the
ice cubes to freeze together. 

Ice tray

Water level line

1

2

1

2

3

1

32
1



Operation

Do and Don'ts
The refrigerator use alternating current supply which is  220-240V / 50Hz. If the voltage, fluctuations is large( Over the scope 
of 198-264V ), it may cause some failures, such as the refrigerator does not start, The main control board and compressor 
bum and the compressor works with abnormal voice. etc.At this time you must install an automatic voltage regulator which is 
above 1000 W for use. The refrigerator power’s cord with a three-plug (grounding)complies with the standard three-socket 
(grounding). Don’t cut off or remove the third pin of the power cord under any circumstances. After the refrigerator is installed, 
Plugs should be able to reach to facilitate use. the power Plug must be firmly contacted with the socket, otherwise it might 
cause fire. 

Do not grasp and drag the power cord to pull out the refrigerator plugs. Hold the plug firmly, and pull out the plug from the 
socket directly . Do not let power lines are pined by the refrigerator or trampled by people.Be careful when the refrigerator will 
be removed from walls. Do not roll or damage power lines, Do not use power lines and plugs When they were damaged or 
worn out. Go to the service center which the factory assigns to replace power lines if they were worn out or damaged.

When inflammable gas is leaked, such as coal gas, close the gas valve, Open the doors and windows,Do not pull out or plug 
in plugs of the refirigerator and oher appliances.

Do not store explosive substances such as aerosol cans with a flammable propellant in this appliance.

Do not use flammable solvent near refrigerator, so as to avoid fire. 

To ensure safety, do not place power outlets, voltage regulated power supply,microwave ovens and other appliances on 
refrigerator table.Do not use other appliances in refrigerator(except recommended models),In order to avoid electromagnetic 
interference and other accidents.

Do not let children go into the refrigerator or climb up the refrigerator. In order to avoid the children are closed in it or the 
refrigerator falls to hurt children.

After the refrigerator is running, Do not touch the icy surface of the freezer with hands, particully hands are wet, It may cause 
frostbite

The gap between door and door and the gap between door and refrigerator body are very narrow.Be careful not to stretch 
hands into these areas to prevent fingers from injuring.Do not let the children near the refrigerator when open and close the 
doors.

Do not spray and rinse the refirigerator with water and do not install the refrigerator in the wet place or the place which water 
or rain splashes so as not to affect the electrical insulation of the refrigerator.

Never dismantle refirigerator personally, never transform refirigerator and damage cooling pipes. Maintenance of refrigerator 
must be carried out by professionals. 

Do not put bottled of beer,drinks in the freezer. lt may freeze the contents to break the bottle.

Pull out the plug when power failure or cleaning. Wait for 5 minutes or longer when reconnecting the plug. lt may damage the 
compressor due to continuous start.

Before you dispose your old refrigerator, take off the door, remove the door seals and the shelves place the door and rack in 
the right position so as to avoid the children climb inside to cause accidents.

This product is for household refrigerator, according to the regulation of government standard Household refrigerators are 
only for food storage not for other uses, such as storage of blood, drugs and biological products. 



AppendixAppendix

When moving or transporting the refrigerator

Before moving or transporting the refrigerator
Remove all the food and ice inside the refrigerator, and disconnect the power plug.

Raise the adjustable feet, and pull the refrigerator toward the front.

Drain off the water from the bottom of the rear panel. (as shown in the figure).

Moving or transporting the refrigerator
The refrigerator must be transported by at least four persons.
● Each person takes hold of the refrigerator at one of its four corners.
● Do not take hold of the doors.
● Tape the doors completely shut so that they will not open.
● Do not hold by handles while moving,lifting or transporting the refrigerator.

Note:
● Bear in mind that water remaining inside the refrigerator may spill out.

Place a towel or napkin on the floor and then tilt the refrigerator towards
the rear to drain the water from the back side of the refrigerator.  

Note:
● Wipe the wet floor first before moving refrigerator to prevent 
    slippage .   



Appendix

Cleaning and maintenance

Interior, door rack , adjustable shelf and vegetable case
Be absolutely sure to wipe off edible oils, butter and other types of fats and oils on the plastic parts. 
Otherwise, the plastic parts may be damaged. The  door rack , adjustable shelf and vegetable case
can be removed. If they are very dirty or smelly, remove and wash them.

Do not wash the door rack , adjustable shelf and vegetable case, or other parts in a dishwasher. Doing so will 
cause the gilt on the parts or their plating to peel off or the parts to be damaged.



Appendix

Replacement of lights in freezer and refrigerator

Specification: 12 V DC, LED
Shut off the power
As per the photo, remove the shade along the drive direction of the arrow, and 
then tighten the screws, remove the LED lights;

Restore, replace anti-steps

When Shutting off the refrigerator

When Power failure
You Should minimize the frequency of opening the door,and it is not appropriate to 
add to fresh foods in the refrigerator.

When discarding the refrigerator
Before you throw away your old refirigerator,make sure take off the doors,so as to
avoid the children climb inside to cause accidents.

Is the supply cord damaged?
Has the power plug become hot?

If the supply cord is damaged, remove the power plug from the socket and contact your dealer or an 
authorized Panasonic service centre.

If LED or LED cover is damaged or if anything appears questionable, contact your dealer or an authorized service 
centre. Do not attempt to repair, replace or disassemble any damaged parts, etc. yourself.

Checks after cleaning and maintenance



Appendix

Troubleshooting



Appendix



AppendixAppendix

Tips for Energy Saving 
1. Install the refrigerator in a dry, cool and well-ventilated location. The colder the ambient temperature, the better

2. 
.

Remove the ice tray & ice box and adjustable shelf in the freezer.
All door racks and adjustable shelves are in the same position as shown under section “Parts and their functions”

3. 
4. 
5. Occasionally clean the ventilation openings at the bottom of the refrigerator with a vacuum cleaner, etc.

(Take care not to damage the refrigerant pipe at the back of refrigerator)
6. When setting to “Quick Freeze Mode”, power consumption will be increased.

5
The combination of door rack and adjustable shelf that result in the largest in volume and the most efficient use
of energy for the refrigerator.

Appendix

MODEL

TOTAL GROSS VOLUME 584 L
TOTAL STORAGE VOLUME 527 L
STORAGE FRIDGE VOLUME 344 L
STORAGE FREEZER VOLUME 183 L
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS 
(L x B x H) 89.5 cm x 74.5 cm x 177 cm 

NET WEIGHT 99 kg
RATED VOLTAGE 220 - 240 V ~
RATED FREQUENCY 50 Hz
REFRIGERANT R600a
BLOWING AGENT Cyclo-Pentane

*This refrigerator’s volume is calculated based on ISO 15502.

Specifications

FREEZER STAR RATING
NR-BS60MSX1
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resources,

1. Lead (Pb) – not over 0.1% by weight;
2. Cadmium (Cd) – not over 0.01% by weight;
3. Mercury (Hg) – not over 0.1% by weight;
4. Hexavalent chromium (Cr6+) – not over 0.1% by weight;
5. Polybrominated biphenyls (PBBs) – not over 0.1% by weight;
6. Polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) – not over 0.1% by weight.

http://www.panasonic.com/in/corporate/sustainability/panasonic-india-i-recycle-program.html

Customer care number ( Toll free ) : 1800 103 1333
1800 108 1333

Please see the Panasonic website for further information on collection centers,etc.

Declaration of Conformity with the requirements of the E - Waste (Management) Rules-2016

The Product is in conformity with the requirements of the reduction of hazardous substances 

The content of hazardous substance with the exemption of the applications listed in SCHEDULE II 

of the E-Waste Rules-2016

of the E-Waste Rules-2016

[ India only ]

or call the customer care toll-free number
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